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Melt Out 

Finding Permanence in the Land of Endings 

Written by Hannah Hindley 

 

     This story isn't about catastrophe--not really.  We already know that it's a catastrophic 

world out there.  Hurricanes rip across sedate shorelines.  Little shelled animals are 

literally melting under acidified tides, like pearly teeth dissolving in a steady chug of 

Coca-Cola.  Islands are disappearing into a rising ocean.  It wasn't long ago that the 

government of the Maldives--the first island nation scheduled to flood over with a 

swelling sea--staged an underwater cabinet meeting, clipboards and SCUBA tanks and 

all, in an effort to raise awareness of the changes afoot in our world before their world 

sinks away.   

     But here, where I'm sitting in the silvery drippage of Alaska's temperate rainforest, the 

land is rising from the water.    

     I know this because I have stopped to rest on a mossy log in the young forest edging 

Bartlett Cove in Glacier Bay National Park.   I took a young porcupine by surprise and, 

sitting quietly, I can still hear the crackle of blueberry bushes as he thrusts his way deeper 

into the woods in search of more private snacking territory.  He leaves me in spruce-

dappled solitude.  But as I examine my green seat, with both of my hands pushed idly 



into the thin layer of moss, I can see that there are larger things than porcupines stirring in 

this place.   

     This log has not fallen from this present forest: it is much wider than any of its 

standing neighbors, yet in either direction from where I sit, similar huge logs stretch out 

in eerie alignment with each other, as if one impossibly long tree has tumbled and then 

been split in places along its length.  Where most fallen logs splay out in the forest like a 

cosmic game of pick-up sticks, these are tidily laid out. All of them run parallel to the 

sea. A park ranger had told me to look for these "picket fence" logs.  They were once 

driftwood--a hard thing to grasp from where I sit.  I have to strain to look through the tall 

forest and past a flower-tangled meadow to see the beginning of the beach, where fresh 

driftwood still sometimes bumps ashore, far off. 

     The story goes like this.  The tree I am sitting on fell as a giant in some grand Alaskan 

seaside forest, straight into the ocean to be pummeled and polished and carried by 

current. At the end of its voyage, it knocked at the shore and, along with a hundred other 

logs, was jostled and rocked up the beach, pushed and rolled into an orderly line by time 

and salt tide.   That is the story of most coastal trees, especially here in the Pacific 

Northwest, where only a thin line of rocky beach usually divides the dark of the 

evergreens from the shine of the sea.  But the story of this log is just a little different. 

     If I stayed seated here for another year, letting the moss envelop me, my log and I 

would rise another inch above sea level, another inch deeper into the woods.  Already we 

are hidden in shadow under the tall young trees that have rooted themselves in this risen 

driftwood, far from the shore where it began its journey.  We are passengers on the 

conveyor-belt of land level rise. 



     Had I arrived here a little over two hundred years ago, I would have found no log to sit 

atop.  Neither would I have found a forest at all--nor a beach, nor a single itinerant 

porcupine.  I would have stood atop a super-glacier, so high and so wide that I would 

have had no way of knowing that a mile to my south, the first European explorers of this 

remote area had reefed their sails in the ice wind and stood quietly on deck, that towering 

blue wall reflected in their eyes.  

 

<<>> 

 

     I accepted a guiding job in Glacier Bay National Park because, perhaps like those 

early explorers, I wanted to see the earth as it was.  Maybe unlike them, I knew that this 

world was changing, and rapidly.  I came to Alaska to see the last of things.  They called 

it the final frontier, and I imagined it as such.  A place of last stands and last impressions.   

I wanted to come here to see an iceberg, and maybe a wild brown bear, and to stand atop 

a glacier and say goodbye to a thing my children might never know. 

     I said some goodbyes, but in the same way that the rise of the land here is gradual--

still lifting slowly now that it is free of its ice-load, the way a sponge expands out from 

under a heavy weight--I am continuing, reluctantly, to surprise myself with reasons to say 

"welcome back." 

     They say Glacier Bay's beauty lies in its transience.   

     People come here, like me, to watch the end of an era.  They cheer at the crackle and 

thunder of collapsing glacier faces.   They pull little bits of melting ice from the water 

and cool their drinks with them because, well, why not?  When George Vancouver first 



came past in HMS Discovery, Glacier Bay was no more than a five-mile cove rimmed by 

a mighty screen of ice.  Since then, we have witnessed the fastest glacial retreat in 

history.  That heavy belt of blue has unzipped over sixty miles up into the surrounding 

mountains, leaving behind an enormous bay riddled with icebergs and uncountable 

stranded tributary glaciers clinging to the valleys or dipping their snouts scrimpingly into 

the water. I take visitors paddling past glaciers which, at low tide, barely qualify any 

longer as tidewater-- instead of rumbling into the bay, the broken blocks of ice tumble to 

the beach with a thud.  When the tide rises again, those chunks lift and drift past us, 

sizzling and popping in the relatively warm Alaskan seawater.  We are surrounded by 

endings. 

     Nearly every week, someone asks me if there are any whales here by the glaciers My 

answer has always been no.  "We see whales closer to the mouth, but they don't usually 

bother coming up this high into the bay.  The water is murky with silt from all the ice 

melt, and there's not much to eat."  Then, toward the end of the summer, near the 

northernmost end of the bay, a humpback whale surfaced once, and once again, from 

amid the sharp jumble of bergs.  Its breath was white against the blue of the ice and loud 

against the confidential click and hiss of the melting icebergs. I had to change my story.  

All things come to an end here.  But with endings come beginnings. Beauty in transience. 

     Where some things are lost, other perfect newcomers fill in.  In the backward slide of 

glaciers, whales push forward.  In the absence of ice, rock faces languor in the sun and 

wind, exposed to the drift of opportunistic spores.   The secretive building of dirt takes 

place.  Lichens loosen the smooth rocks enough for roots to grip, and in a few years, 

wildflowers will have filled in along the cracks and curves of exposed stone: explosions 



of pink and purple against the pale backdrop of lingering ice.  One can visit a hillside in 

Glacier Bay and trip freely through yellow fields of low-lying flowering dryas (a "pioneer 

plant" and important nitrogen-fixer in the story of freshly made soil).  A return to the 

same hill a decade or two later might find the visitor scratched and tangled in a 

smothering thicket of alder trees.   This land is a battleground for ever-new revolutions. 

      From day to day and year to year, Glacier Bay has been a natural laboratory for 

change.  We study it carefully now, and while we warily chart the disappearance of the 

ice, we also celebrate the coming of the wild strawberries, the blooming of the lupine, the 

rise of muscular young spruce trees.   Watch, we say.  This is what unfolds in places that 

have been stripped utterly bare.  How will life play out? 

 

<<>> 

 

     I don't really know where I'm going, and I've told my hikers as much.  We crunch 

along the crumbly gravel edge of one of the many channels that crisscross through the 

cobbled delta ahead of us.   Any channel will do.  When we stepped out of our boat on 

the beach, I had unfolded a map.  "This white, textured area is supposed to be where the 

glacier is," I said.  "But that's exactly where we're standing.  There aren't any maps that 

show the land we are about to explore now that the ice is gone. Ours may be the first feet 

ever to touch this place."  

     An hour later, boots topped over from fording two more channels, we find the place 

where Riggs Glacier has slunk back to slumber.  It left behind huge animal tracks as it 

went: heaps of smoothed rocks where icebergs fell and dropped out their load; ridges of 



stones, too, like raised upside-down streambeds where melt-water poured out from under 

the glacier and deposited sediment along the way.   The glacier itself is low and rust-

colored, and ice water surges out from beneath it in a breakneck white roar.  Just under 

the boom of the river, we can hear the sharp clatter of little pebbles falling from the 

glacier's pockmarked face.   

     In the quiet minutes that we spend here, we drift apart and sit alone.  Some hikers pull 

their knees to their chins and watch the glacier, as if they might catch it moving.  Or 

perhaps this is their way of saying goodbye.  Others cross their legs and turn away, eyes 

unfocused across the wide outwash plain we've just crossed.  It is land that hasn't touched 

sky in a long time.  This place feels very exposed and very new.  

     Really, though, it is as old as anything, and it is likely that long-lost feet have touched 

it before ours.  We have evidence, buried in ocean sediment, that ice has pushed and 

retreated across the contours of Southeast Alaska for perhaps seven million years.  In the 

same way that we greet the first flowers and the first forests in this sterile landscape, 

perhaps long-ago people or even earlier bears stood watch to greet each new coming of 

the ice.  In this last little ice age, the accelerated end of which we are now witnessing, the 

Hoonah Tlingit living at the entrance to Glacier Bay watched the glacier advance upon 

their homes.  They say that it moved as fast as a running dog.   They fled in their boats to 

await the retreat of the ice, and even now, although they can no longer live here, they 

know Glacier Bay as home.    

     It is possible to see a sort of permanence in this kind of transience: the coming of the 

ice, its thunderous retreat, the slow re-conquest of life, and, at the edge of the land's 

collective memory, the hazy promise of another glacial return.  The Tlingit do not use 



greetings like "hello" or "goodbye."  Instead, they use phrases like Tsu yé ikhwasatîn: "I'll 

see you again."  

 

<<>> 

 

    Tsu yé ikhwasatîn: "I'll see you again."  In this pattern of glacial advance and 

destruction, there is a strange and staggering intransience.  When we come to Glacier 

Bay, we are witnessing not just changes, but a cycle.   

     True and terrible: we have muscled our way into a lot of cycles and set them spinning.  

The toxic algae blooms that slide against our beaches are our responsibility.  The 

scraggly, chopped forests and the dirt-clogged rivers at their edges, too.  Even this 

melting: it is ours.  We know this--that all ice comes and goes but that this particular 

worldwide "going" is faster and consequently more calamitous than most the earth has 

experienced.  We have tilted the scale, weighted the air, and a lot of "ends" and "lasts" 

and deaths are ours to shoulder.   

     But it is the stuff for which we are not responsible that puzzles and stuns. 

     This, for instance: I paused midway up a rocky peak called Gloomy Knob in the west 

arm of Glacier Bay.  We had climbed above a dense alder thicket onshore, and the 

polished slope we were now climbing was barren of most life.  It shone like ice in the 

rare Alaskan summer sun.  We sat down to breathe and to savor the changing view, and it 

was then that we heard the wolves.  First one lingering howl, lone and long and resonant, 

echoing up the creek valley to where we sat, and then dissipating like a dream upon 

waking.  Was it real?  Then there were more, each picking up before the last was over: a 



wild and dissonant ringing through the hills.  We sat there with such careful attention, 

and yet I cannot say for sure when I noticed that the calls had given way to silence.   I 

think, perhaps, that each of us had taken that sound inside, and that the music echoed a 

little longer in the hollows of our bodies than it did in the open air. 

     The following week, we returned to the same place by boat, lingering offshore to 

watch for the pack.  Sure enough, they were there: dark wolves with lanky legs that paced 

the shore and bristled with the same power that is contained in the long shadows cast by 

certain high mountains. They moved slowly along the side of the creek that emptied out 

at the base of Gloomy Knob.   

     We followed their gaze and watched what they were watching: salmon.  Salmon 

leaping at the mouth of the creek, salmon flurrying upstream with quick bursts of muscle, 

salmon shimmying over the same rocks that had lain pressurized under ice just a geologic 

blink ago.  After some time, we witnessed a long-limbed mother wolf wade slickly into 

the current and carry a fish out of the water to feed four dark-furred, tumbling pups.   

     Four thousand years of ice-age desolation, and after the breakup of the glacier, some 

intrepid gang of salmon revolutionaries had found its way those some forty miles up the 

newly-opened bay to this streambed--and wolves had followed.  I watched and wondered. 

     In the face of calamity, in the earth we trust.  After ice, salmon.  After rock, flowers.   

Not everything can keep pace with the end of things.  There are heartbreaking multitudes 

of beings, furry and scaly and leafy and microscopic--that simply cannot compete with 

this scale of change.  But some do.  With a little luck and a little connivery, life finds a 

way.   



     Visitors come here for the novelty of transience, but the permanence of things 

impresses, too.  I can still find rocks in Southeast Alaska that were formed before the first 

plants grew on land.  Every grain of these mountains is older than time itself.  In the last 

big ice age, in caves we thought were covered by glacial sheets thousands of feet high, 

we have found the bones of bears, and of men: animals who persevered, even in the heart 

of coldness.  Porcupines now roam woodland that was barren rock a few generations 

back; their ancestors likely made the same shuffling return to new forests a hundred 

centuries ago.  Wolf pups grow fat off of fish that are swimming where once no creek 

flowed.  Animal and mineral alike are tenacious and abiding in that way.   

 

<<>>  

 

     An inlet in Glacier Bay's seldom-visited East Arm--closed earlier in the summer as a 

wilderness area in the National Park--is open now, for a short time, for exploration.  We 

pull in--the only boat for miles and miles--but the land is not well-suited for extensive 

adventure.  The flowers have already given way to impossible snarls of alder, and little 

black flies swarm in the swelter of those gnarled boughs.  But we are on a quest to find a 

glacier.   

     We circle for awhile in the brush, looking for a way through, and stop from time to 

time to track the retreat of the ice.  Here, a rock carved deep with glacial chatter marks.  

There, a long, low wall of cobble, pushed forward from a time when the glacier re-

advanced a small distance.   On our map, the ice looks quite close.  But hours later, still 

pushing through the alder maze, we start to flag.  Each unavoidable impact with a tree 



discharges a little explosion of pollen from the long, yellow catkins that hang down all 

around us.  We have found bear bones here, and a fellow bushwhacker has just picked up 

a dead bird from where it lay broken on the ground.  We chuckle at the macabre: we 

would not be the first to perish here in this labyrinth.  When we reach a small clearing, 

we stop to consult, and to declare defeat to the unseen glacier. 

     Before leaving, I lean down and touch a rock with a fossilized spiral in it, tracing its 

outline with my finger.  Worm?  Shell?  I don't know.  I am a naturalist and therefore 

specialize in nothing but love for this world.  It has probably been carried down by ice 

from some high peak that once was at the bottom of the sea.  This is, after all, a place in 

transition: fleeting, changing, charged.  Yet there is a theme I often return to as an 

educator: "change is the only constant."  There is a deep permanence that pervades this 

bay--the kind of permanence that is built out of continuous change.  

      Standing here, dusted yellow all over with pollen bombs, I feel all of unwritten 

history pressing in on all sides.  I imagine the rise of spruce forests and trundling 

porcupines out of this nitrogen-rich knot of alders.  I see the glacier for which we had 

quested skulking farther and higher toward its origin, until it is only dust and a promise.  

It's not hard to see how the melt from all of this ice will someday catch up with the 

gradually slowing rise of land around here, just as it has already begun to lap higher 

against other shores worldwide.  Deep in this alder tangle but still so close to the bay, I 

can almost feel, through my toes, the eventual, gentle inrush of the sea, filling in around 

tree trunks and knocking against small stones, until all that is here is once again plunged 

beneath the water.  I can hear it: the salty erasure, the quiet that comes with submersion.   



     Even then, the end will not have come. The things that grow beneath those new waters 

will someday lie as fossils, delicate and stony, atop a growing mountain.  Out of the 

drowning quiet, a new beginning will tiptoe in, as surely as the land rises, as surely as the 

land sinks. 

     I do not know if we will be around to see the push of the restart button, and what new 

order will be struck. In a deep part of myself, I somewhat hope that we won't be--we, 

who have tested and toppled the balance of it all.  But here in the land of ice and endings, 

where catastrophe and renewal govern in equal measures, I listen for sounds of the future 

and am pulled to say "I'll see you again." 

	  


